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1) The «hallmarks» of cancer are not just «holistic
clarity of mechanism», but therapeutic program
(Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000, p.67)

2) Clonal conceptions of cancer have been largely
dominant (Marcum 2005; Bertolaso 2011)

3) Experimental care: analytical capability to
investigate tumour genomic features with
capacity to act on them (Nelson et al. 2013,
2014)

4) A new social contract of medicine? Beyond
empowerment lie moral tensions (Prainsack
2017) and pathfinding (Dam et al. 2022)

The epistemic culture* of GENOMIC ‘precision’
*an “amalgam” of 
material, epistemic, 
social, institutional and 
political arrangements 
of science that “in a 
given field make how 
we know what we know” 
(Knorr-Cetina 1999:1)
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Today’s talk
Does a a distinct epistemic culture of immuno-genomic precision emerges 
from the ‘New Cancer Research Center’ (NCRC) in Western Switzerland?
1. Theoretical and experimental hybridizations: opportunities and challenges

2. How do these therapeutic innovations compete with, are enabled by, or get articulated 
with genomic ‘precision’?

3. What are the epistemic, but also social, political or even economic implications of re-
imagining precision in the NCRC?



Materials and 
Methods

■ Interviews (N=16) conducted between 2019 and 2021

■ Documents and publications highlighting the strategic role of 
the NCRC for translational research on cancer 
immunotherapies.

■ Observations of Molecular Tumour Board (NG)

The Atrium connecting the NCRC (left) and the old pathology building of the Hospital (right). 

Courtesy of Baenisch Architekten

An aerial view of the NCRC with the University Hospital in the background. 
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TRANSLATIONAL PIPELINES IN THE NCRC
Developing autologous cell therapies as a new form of ‘precision’ oncology 

Modified slide from Nils Graber
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Study reporting antitumour T cells can recognize peptides derived 
from tumour-specific mutations

Neoantigens derived from somatic mutations identified in various 
tumours including melanoma

Complete regression of melanoma patient after infusion of 
product with high proportion of neoantigen reactive T cells

What are neoantigens?

https://www.cbinsights.com/research/report/what-are-neoantigen-vaccines-personalized-cancer-treatment/


Theoretical hybridization: 
A different and yet fully integrated therapeutic project?
“[The first ACTs we developed were already] personalized because it’s the 
autologous tumour, but now comes the fancy definition of private neoantigens. 
[…] Private, because the likelihood to find the same mutation in two patients is 
very unlikely, right? These mutations occur stochastically so your genome is 
three billion base pairs and any of this is mutated […] We developed a way to 
[characterize the impact of mutations on the cancer cells’ antigens] so that at the 
end you have a therapeutic product […] more tumour reactive and theoretically 
more efficient.” 
(Immunologist Group Leader; emphasis added)



How to identify neoantigens in tumour cells?

Step 1: Identification of tumor non-synonymous mutations 
(NSM). Exome sequencing is performed on tumor and 
normal DNA to identify tumor-specific NSM. When 
available, RNA-seq is used to select mutations that are 
expressed.
Step 2: Selection of candidate neoantigens. Once NSMs 
are identified, three strategies can be used to select the 
list of candidate neoantigens that will be assessed for 
immunogenicity (e.g. prediction and MS).
Step 3: Evaluation of immunogenicity of candidate 
neoantigens. Finally, the immunogenicity of the selected 
candidate peptides is evaluated with different 
immunological screening assays (e.g. FACS).

Adapted from Garcia-Garijo et al. 2019

“Back in the 1990s we vaguely knew about the importance of neoantigens, 
but we lacked the analytic tools to identify them. Now, in the blink of an eye, 
we get the genome of a cancer” (Clinician-Researcher)



Experimental hybridization: 
Stabilising ‘neoantigens’ by connecting experimental systems

“Neoantigens are… you have to prove them, you have to
validate; some exist, but everything starts from mass
[spectrometry] data or prediction. […] My main concern is
everything relies on bioinformatic analysis that are
currently being developed and we are not sure that we
are reaching for the right neoantigens. So, if the
prediction is wrong, finally you could end up with a
population enriched in neoantigens that you inject into
the patient, but that are not the good antigens.”
(Translational researcher; emphasis added)



1. Neoantigens redefine and challenge how we know, experiment with 
and treat cancer  
⇢ To what extent ought ‘precision’ to be still defined, practiced, and known through the 

dominant tools and concepts of genomics? 

2. The clinical translations of neoantigens-based ACT require a hybrid 
biomedical platform  
⇢ How does one bring this view of ‘precision’ to real-world clinical settings?

3. Does re-imagining precision mean also renegotiating socio-political 
configurations of biomedicine?
⇢ From an economy of products (e.g. targeted drugs) to process and infrastructure (e.g. vein-to-

vein circuit of cell product manufacturing)

⇢ What are the ethical, economic, political challenges of 100k.- ‘precision’ therapeutics?

CONCLUSIONS
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